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Chair Introductions/Backgrounds
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• Megan Hess, DWS – Co Vice-Chair
• Heather Hopkins, Clarion – Co Vice-Chair
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About Us
NCREIF is a Not-For-Profit Premier Industry
Association

• Membership is comprised of Real
Estate Investment Managers,
Industry Consultants and Service
Providers, Investors and
Academicians.
• Leading source of institutional real
estate performance data and
information.
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About Us
NCREIF Accounting Committee- Mission Statement

To enhance the consistency, transparency, and verifiability of accounting and reporting for institutional real estate assets held in a fiduciary
setting.

Reviews, develops, documents and promotes standards for accounting and reporting with the intention to supplement and in some cases,
clarify, but not replace other established standards from authorized bodies, including but not limited to US GAAP.
Monitors the actions of applicable standard-setting and supervisory agencies and works with the Reporting Standards Council to ensure
the entire organization is aware of these agencies’ activities and as appropriate assists the Reporting Standards Council in communication
with these agencies.
Provides members with tools and/or resources created through the collective efforts of the membership, and supports the activities of
other NCREIF committees by supplying information and research when appropriate.
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Accounting Committee Agenda
March 22
• Welcome and Introduction
• Reporting Standards Update & TGER Q&A – Benay Kirk, Alter Domus
• Task Force Updates
• Investor Reporting – Heather Hopkins, Clarion Partners
• Debt Mark to Market – Ian Sivak, Baker Tilly
• ESG – Peter Bloomfield, KPMG
• Reporting Model – Sabeen Alwy, USAA Real Estate Company
• Chart of Accounts – Hunt Holsomback, Alvarez & Marsal
• Market update – Hameer Vaid, Alvarez & Marsal
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Accounting Committee Agenda
March 23
• Financial Technical Update – Lou DeFalco, PWC
• Hot Topics – Megan Hess - DWS
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NCREIF PREA Reporting Standards
Strategy 2021-2023
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Reporting Standards Strategy
• Reporting Standards for Debt Funds
• Determine applicability of standards
• Prospectus approved
• Task force work starting

• ESG
•
•
•
•

Develop best practices which are impactful to our industry
Think Tank formed and mission statement developed
Task force members being identified. Will work to support Think Tank.
Next steps – review of INREV Guidelines gap analysis on ESG

• Real Estate applicability of ILPA DDQ

• Assess relevance of ILPA DDQ for RE & alignment of INREV DDQ
• Task force members being identified.

• Asset/Investment level best practices (US & Global)

• Develop best practices/guidance surrounding asset & investment level information
• Prospectus approved
• Need to identify task force members
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Reporting Standards Strategy
• Operating/Non-Operating Model presentations
• Prospective is in development
• Panel presentation held on 3/17/21 during the conference

• Global Definitions Database
• 13 additional terms added to database
• Global taskforce including Reporting Standards, INREV/ANREV continues to discuss
additional terms. Vehicle terms next.

• Assets Under Management (AUM)-Global standards Initiative
• Summary of findings paper drafted
• Committee review requested

• REER-Global Standards initiative
• Assess need for REER measure globally and initiate development if appropriate
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Reporting Standards Strategy
Project Status updated monthly and posted to RS website:
https://reportingstandards.info/

We are always looking for volunteers – email Marybeth Kronenwetter if interested
marybeth@reportingstandards.info

Follow NCREIF PREA Reporting Standards on LinkedIn
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Total Global Expense Ratio (“TGER”)
Q&A
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Total Global Expense Ratio (“TGER”)
• Effective Date:
• For most funds TGER will be reported for the rolling 12 months ending December 31,
2020 and thereafter. Please note the following:
• Funds with fiscal years other than December 31, 2020 (i.e. March 31, June 30, September
30) will be required to report TGER for the 12 months ending March 31, June 30,
September 30, 2021 and thereafter.
• Frequency – required rolling 12 months annually and may be reported quarterly.

• Reporting Standards Requirements and Recommendations2:
• Required: Open-end funds.
• Required: Closed-end funds – Closed-end funds launched in 2020 and thereafter
• Recommended – Since-inception for Closed-end funds to show trending at various stages
of a fund’s life cycle. A since-inception based TGER must be clearly labeled as such.
• Out of Scope - Separately managed accounts as transparency into underlying fees/costs is
already inherent in reporting.
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Total Global Expense Ratio (“TGER”)
Question: Does TGER replace TER and REFER?
Answer: TGER is an enhanced version of TER and replaces TER. TGER, a
required compliance standard, is replacing REFER which was a recommended
standard.
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Total Global Expense Ratio (“TGER”)
Question: If a fund has a complex structure with feeders, are the fees and costs
associated with the feeder fund included in the fund TGER?
Answer: Consistent with the principles within TGER that all fees paid to the
advisor are included in the calculation regardless of whether the fees are
expensed inside or outside the fund, the fees paid to the advisor within the
feeder fund should be included in TGER. The costs associated with the feeder
fund should be excluded from the fund TGER as they generally apply only to the
investors in a specific vehicle and may or may not reflect the cost of running a
fund.
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Total Global Expense Ratio (“TGER”)
Question: If a fund has a complex structure with feeders, what fees are included
in TGER?
Answer: All feeder fund and feeder fees paid to the manager (not costs) are
included in the main fund TGER calculation.
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Total Global Expense Ratio (“TGER”)
Question: Would fees paid outside of the fund (paid by the investor directly to
the investment manager) be included in TGER?
Answer: Yes. Fees charged by the manager directly to their investors for
services rendered to the fund would be included in TGER.
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Total Global Expense Ratio (“TGER”)
Question: Should leasing consultant fees (advises property managers/leasing
agents on market leasing trends) be included in TGER?
Answer: No. Costs related to investment activities charged by third parties are
not included in TGER even if the costs were paid by the fund. Any leasing fees
paid to the manager are not included in TGER but should be disclosed as a
related party fee paid to the manager.
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Total Global Expense Ratio (“TGER”)
Question: Guidance states that management fee adjustments such as rebates,
waivers, reductions, etc. should be disclosed. Does this include an investor who
received a discount because they were an initial seed investor?
Answer: Yes, unless disclosure is not permitted under the provisions of the fund
documents.
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Total Global Expense Ratio (“TGER”)
Question: Would incentive fees that are accrued but not yet paid be included in
TGER?
Answer: Yes. The performance/incentive fee reported in TGER was based on
the accrued amount including amounts realized and unrealized. However, this
may be subject to further discussion as to whether accrued or realized is the
best measure. There are concerns that there could be material fluctuations in
TGER from one period to the next caused by changes in values and other
hurdles over those periods.
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Total Global Expense Ratio (“TGER”)
Question: If an incentive fee is charged to only some of the LP investors and not
all of the investors, would this be included in TGER fund level?
Answer: Yes.
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Total Global Expense Ratio (“TGER”)
Question: Should promotes paid to joint venture partners be included in TGER?
Answer: No. Joint Venture promotes are viewed as an investment cost and
would not be included in TGER.
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Total Global Expense Ratio (“TGER”)
Question: If an advisor has internal accounting costs that are charged back the funds
would these be included in TGER?
Answer: Yes. The guidance indicates that to the extent that the fee is charged for a
service provided by the manager in lieu of a service provided by a third party which
would normally be included in TGER, then the manager would need to include such
costs in TGER.
TGER costs are classified according to the nature of the service rather than whether the
service is provided by the investment manager or a third party and are included in the
vehicle costs of TGER. Generally, when a function and its related services is generally
outsourced to third parties, yet the investment manager performs this function
internally, then the services provided by the investment manager are deemed to be in
lieu of third-party services. Conversely, when there is already a charge from a thirdparty for services related to a specific function, and due to task complexity, the
investment manager provides oversight or performs other complementary services for
the benefit of the vehicle, then these services provided by the investment manager are
deemed to be in addition to third party services.
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Total Global Expense Ratio (“TGER”)
Question: Would the rolling four quarters Weighted Average GAV/NAV include
4 or 5 quarters?
Answer: There is diversity in practice on whether to use 4 or 5 quarters, but we
are seeing it more common on a 4-quarter basis. Therefore, it is recommended
that the method is disclosed.
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Total Global Expense Ratio (“TGER”)
Question: If an investment manager is paid a debt arrangement fee in lieu of an
external broker fee, would this be included in TGER?
Answer: Yes. These fees charged by the investment manager are included in
TGER.
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Total Global Expense Ratio (“TGER”)
Question: If a fund does not fair value the debt and the debt arrangement fees
are amortized over the life of the loan, what amount would be included in
TGER?
Answer: The amount is to represent the full amount paid regardless of whether
the fund has adopted the fair value of debt option.
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Total Global Expense Ratio (“TGER”)
Question: Are financing costs included in TGER?
Answer: No. Debt arrangement advisory costs (e.g. broker or placement type
costs to source a Line of Credit, Private Placement Costs, investment level and
property debt) are included in TGER. This does not include loan financing costs
to close a loan (i.e. lender, legal and title costs).
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Total Global Expense Ratio (“TGER”)
Question: Are Line of Credit costs included in TGER?
Answer: Debt arrangement advisory costs (e.g. broker or placement type costs
to source a Line of Credit, Private Placement Costs, investment level and
property debt) are included in TGER. This does not include loan financing costs
to close a loan (i.e. lender, legal and title costs).
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Total Global Expense Ratio (“TGER”)
Question: Would costs incurred to add debt to an existing property be included
in TGER?
Answer: Yes, but only to the extent of debt arrangement costs (e.g. broker or
placement type costs to source a Line of Credit, Private Placement Costs,
investment level and property debt) are included in TGER. This does not include
loan financing costs to close a loan (i.e. lender, legal and title costs).
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Total Global Expense Ratio (“TGER”)
Question: Are taxes paid to state & federal government agencies included in
TGER?
Answer: Taxes paid to state/federal would not be included in TGER. Although
the guidance includes an after-tax option, this was created specifically for some
European and Asian tax structures, but it was not deemed to be relevant for US
funds.
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Polling Questions - TGER
Question #1: Did you disclose the TGER as of 12/31/2020 for your Open-end funds?
A.

Yes – Exactly as the handout outlined

B.

Yes – Modified the disclosure

C.

No

D.

No – No open-end funds/Fund is FY other than December 31

E.

Do not know
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Polling Questions - TGER
Answers #1: Did you disclose the TGER as of 12/31/2020 for your Open-end funds?
(141 of 255 Attendees responded)
24 Responses
17.02%

Yes – Exactly as the handout outlined

10 Responses
7.09%

Yes – Modified the disclosure

24 Responses
17.02%

No

48 Responses
34.05%

No – No open-end funds/Fund is FY other than December 31

35 Responses
24.82%

Do not know
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Polling Questions - TGER
Question #2: Did you disclose TGER as of 12/31/2020 for your Closed-end funds launched in 2020?
A.

Yes – Exactly as the handout outlined

B.

Yes – Modified the disclosure

C.

No

D.

No – No open-end funds/Fund is FY other than December 31

E.

Do not know
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Polling Questions - TGER
Answers #2: Did you disclose TGER as of 12/31/2020 for your Closed-end funds launched in 2020?
(125 of 255 Attendees responded)
4 Responses
3.2%

Yes – Exactly as the handout outlined

6 Responses
4.8%

Yes – Modified the disclosure

30 Responses
24%

No

55 Responses
44%

No – No open-end funds/Fund is FY other than December 31

30 Responses
24%

Do not know
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Polling Questions - TGER
Question #3: Where did you disclose your TGER?
A.

Investor letter

B.

Footnote disclosure

C.

Did not disclose, distributed only if client requested

D.

Not applicable / Do not know
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Polling Questions - TGER
Answers #3: Where did you disclose your TGER?

(130 of 255 Attendees responded)
21 Responses
16.15%

Investor letter

12 Responses
9.23%

Footnote disclosure

18 Responses
13.85%

Did not disclose, distributed only if client requested

79 Responses
60.77%

Not applicable / Do not know
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Polling Questions – TGER
Question #4: Do you have questions on the TGER Calc and think a follow up Q&A session would be useful?
A.

Yes

B.

No
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Polling Questions – TGER
Answers #4: Do you have questions on the TGER Calc and think a follow up Q&A session would be useful?

(141 of 255 Attendees responded)
75 Responses
53.19%

66 Responses
46.81%

Yes

No
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Task Force Updates
•
•
•
•
•

Investor Reporting – Heather Hopkins, Clarion Partners
Debt Mark to Market – Ian Sivak, Baker Tilly
ESG – Peter Bloomfield, KPMG
Reporting Model – Sabeen Alwy, USAA Real Estate Company
Chart of Accounts – Hunt Holsomback, Alvarez & Marsal
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Investor Reporting – New Task Force
• Investor Reporting – Asset and investment level best
practices
• Getting flooded with requests for more granular information and
performance drivers on your fund’s portfolio? This project task force
will develop a series of best practices surrounding the measurement
and reporting of key data and drivers of performance of investments
and assets.
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Debt Mark to Market Task Force Update
Purpose:
Task force was created to identify the proper data fields for
NCREIF to capture in order to properly analyze the impact
of debt and derivative mark-to-market adjustments at both
property and fund levels for returns analysis and
attribution purposes.
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Debt Mark to Market Task Force Update
Task force update:
• Drafted recommendations for additions/changes to data submission fields
and clarifications to guidance within Fair Value manual

• Received feedback on recommendations, significant feedback areas:
• Some derivatives attached to debt in a way which prevents separation
of derivatives and M2M adjustments from debt and debt appreciation
• Should interest expense cash flows from derivative instruments be
segregated for performance purposes?
• How should derivative financing costs and M2M adjustments be
classified for performance purposes?
• Compliance with other reporting models
• Reaching out to individuals who provided feedback and
revising recommendations with consideration for feedback
• Comments/feedback? E-mail Ian.Sivak@bakertilly.com
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ESG – Task Force
• Peter Bloomfield, KPMG to provide update
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Reporting Model Taskforce Update
• Overview
• The financial reporting presentation model impacts the fund level time-weighted return (TWR)
calculations for appreciation and income (the total return calculation remains the same across all
financial reporting presentation models) and could lead to performance comparability issues
• Accounting Committee formed a cross discipline Task force in December 2020
• Presented the comparability issue at RS Council Meeting in February
• Educational session held on March 17th at NCREIF Winter conference
• Create awareness
• Shared examples of the reporting models and impacts to returns
• Polled NCREIF Members in attendance

• Next Steps:
•
•
•
•
•

Review presentation and more detailed example (excel model) and solicit feedback from key stakeholders
Assessing responses to survey questions
Additional outreach with all stakeholders
Finalize prospectus for RS Council
Consider future applicability of Operating Model (Net) in Accounting Manual
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Reporting Model Taskforce Members
Thank you!
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Chart of Accounts Task Force
NCREIF has asked the Accounting Committee to review current chart of
accounts and determine if needs to be updated to support current reporting
requirements

Overview
•
•

•
•

NCREIF’s current chart of accounts is based on a Mortgage Bankers Association chart of accounts that dates
back several years
NCREIF’s reporting requirements are evolving and so the chart of accounts needed to be reviewed to consider
both NCREIF reporting requirements but also the needs of other committees (i.e. Performance Measurement,
Information Management)
The Accounting Committee formed a Chart of Accounts Task force in June, 2020
The Task Force has been evaluating both NCREIF and other reporting requirements (i.e TGER) to both update
the NCREIF chart of accounts but also provide members guidance on other relevant reporting standards

Next Steps
•
•
•

The Task Force Chart of Account recommendations are in final review
The Task Force expects to circulate to the larger Accounting Committee in April or May for review and Input
The Chart of Account recommendations will be circulated to other NCREIF committees for review and input
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Chart of Accounts Task Force Members
NCREIF has asked the Accounting Committee to review current chart of
accounts and determine if needs to be updated to support current reporting
requirements

Task Force Members

Task Force Members

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

George Acosta, BNY Mellon
Tiffany Campbell, Goldman Sachs
Brett Cassabaum, Principal
John Cryan, Ascentris
Billy Douvikas, Alter Domus
Robert Fraher, KPMG
Hunt Holsomback, Alvarez &
Marsal

•
•
•
•

J Kingley, NCREIF
Benay Kirk, Alter Domus
Eirk Lindstrom, Norges Bank
Investment Management
Fabiano, Lotito, NCREIF
Maritza Matlosz, MetLife
Jeanine Olson, NCREIF
Richard Ziobro, PGIM
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Market Update – “What are we
seeing”
• Hameer Vaid – Alvarez & Marsal
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A&M | Real Estate Advisory Services
March 22, 2021

NCREIF Presentation

With You Today..
Alvarez and Marsal (A&M) Real Estate Advisory

HUNT
HOLSOMBACK

HAMEER
VAID

Managing Director
Denver, CO

Senior Director
New York, NY

▪ 25-year history of providing value enhancing
services to real estate investors, lenders,
developers, operators and occupants
▪ Experienced leader advising global real estate
organizations including investment banks, private
equity firms, REIT’s and hotel companies

▪ Nearly 18 years of advisory and industry
experience in real estate investment and
asset management for institutional investors,
investment banks, and service providers
▪ Specializes in both buy- and sell-side across
strategy, financing, transactions, and valuation

+1 (303) 204-6061

+1 (917) 474-3790

hholsomback@alvarezandmarsal.com

hvaid@alvarezandmarsal.com

* Information presented herein is for discussion purposed only and is based upon A&M insights as well as publicly available third-party sources. Information presented herein may not be misconstrued, or misrepresented, as A&M opinions.

Privileged and Confidential | For Discussion Purposes Only
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Overview | Events-Driven
A timeline view of selected events-driven disruptive occurrences that have positively shaped the evolution of real estate as a parallel
alternative investment asset class.
Selected Events-Driven Disruption in Real Estate

1980s to Late 1990s / Early 2000

Early 2000 to 2019

•

Prominence of real estate (RE) as an
alternative investment asset class

•

•

Organization of real estate governing
councils

•

Global financial crisis & recovery

•

Shift in traditional investing strategies

•

Change in platform model structures

•

Consolidation and M&A

•

Adoption of PropTech, RPA, AI

•

Expansion of secondaries financing

•

Focus on data & analytics (on-demand
access)

•

Limited lending, creating the CMBS

•

Tech bubble

•

Private placements across RE equity and
debt investments

Expansion of RE investment strategies (coreto-distressed)

2020-Present
•

COVID-19 related slowdown

•

2020 focus on liquidity

•

2021 focus on recovery

•

Rebalancing of equity dry powder:
o

Continued re-allocation of
capital across major real
estate asset classes

o

Placement of key bets
across value-add, build-tocore, and distressed assets

* Information presented herein is for discussion purposed only and is based upon A&M insights as well as publicly available third-party sources. Information presented herein may not be misconstrued, or misrepresented, as A&M opinions.

Privileged and Confidential | For Discussion Purposes Only
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Overview | Thematic Framework
Despite event-driven disruptive cycles past few decades; thematically, the framework for analyzing and investing in real estate has
remained a constant across supply-side factors, demand drivers, valuation, and capital markets – focused on property fundamentals.
Thematic Framework

Evolving sub-drivers based upon market-cycle

•
•
•
•
•

3. Valuation
•
•
•
•
•

•

Alignment of foreign capital toward build-tocore opportunities
Micro bets on “drive to leisure”
Platform capabilities of real estate managers
and service providers(i.e. in/out sourced)
Re-positioning of inventory – primarily, office,
retail and select housing
Uptick in development of non-traditional RE
asset classes

•

Property
Fundamentals

•
•

4. Capital Markets

Price
Equilibriu
m

Focus on intrinsic values, shift away from
future potential cash-flows
Discounting is key; strong correlation to
WACC preferred
Terminal cap rates impacted by weighting
between debt and equity – creative financing
across capital stack
Limited precedent transaction comps
Repositioning highest and best use

Evolving return-to-work and remote working
protocols
Consumer buying behaviors across utility
asset classes (i.e. office, retail, housing, and
hospitality)
Reallocation of institutional bets from CBD
and metropolis to tertiary markets
Demand for non-traditional RE asset
classes

•
•1
•2
•3

•4

Location: recently, smart assets with
access to “eat-play-work” – shift away
from 24-hr. and 18-hr. cities
Landlord capability: vertically
integrated or outsourced
Relative matching to underwriting
post Year 1 of acquisition
Tracking to investment IRR & MOIC

•
•
•

Bull or bear scenario vs. investors’ cost of
capital
Equitable mix of equity and debt capital
based upon investment thesis
Variety of positions across the capital stack
to supplement risk-and-reward
Key bets value-added and distressed
positions due to restructuring or Chapter 11
filing

* Information presented herein is for discussion purposed only and is based upon A&M insights as well as publicly available third-party sources. Information presented herein may not be misconstrued, or misrepresented, as A&M opinions.
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Evolving sub-drivers based upon market-cycle

2. Demand Drivers

1. Supply-side Factors

Spotlight 1 | Shift in Investing Strategies
Over the past three decades, institutional real estate investing has seen a shift in its competitive advantage fueled by growing demands
from investors.
Traditional:
•

•

•

Syndication: Fund and Jointventure

Case For Change:
•

Limited investor flexibility

•

Long holding period

•

o

Buy low, hold, and sell at a profit

•

High reliance on manager’s track-record

o

Closed-end structures

•

Limited accountability

o

High capital commitments

•

Real Estate Investment Trust (REIT)

Competitive:
Syndication: Fund, Joint-venture.
SMA, SPAC, Secondaries
o

Core, core+, value-add, opportunistic,
distressed

Limited real-time access to information

o

Open and closed-end structures

•

Unstructured governance models

o

Creative leverage and covenants

•

Demand from investors on transparency and quality
reporting

o

Create securities-like capital pools for RE

o

Low capital commitments / buy-in

•

Generally, vertically integrated platforms

o

Steady dividend-like returns

•

Adoption of third-party services (i.e. property mgmt., fund
admins, etc.)

•

Development
•

Real Estate Investment Trust (REIT)
o

Traded, non-traded, sector specific, equity &
debt

o

Low capital commitments / buy-in

o

Steady dividend-like returns, sector specific

o

Buy, build, and flip

o

High capital commitment

o

o

Typical asset classes: Office, Retail,
Apartment, Hotels

Buy, build, and flip, creative leverage and
covenants

o

Variety of asset classes: Office, Retail,
Apartment, Hotels, Industrial, Logistics,
Manufactured, Life Sciences, Data Center

Development

* Information presented herein is for discussion purposed only and is based upon A&M insights as well as publicly available third-party sources. Information presented herein may not be misconstrued, or misrepresented, as A&M opinions.
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Spotlight 2 | Watchlist
A few callouts where key bets are likely to accelerate based upon their relevance to the investment, asset management, and finance
functions across real estate firms.
RE Secondaries – Financing

Platform Options – Outsourcing

PropTech – RPA, AI

Opportunity
• Prevailing model of fully outsourced property management
and accounting

• PropTech: solving for pain points within RE ecosystems – from
asset-level data to construction lead times and supply chain

• Volume-driven positions on the buy-side (i.e. volume
purchasing at lower than par-values creating portfolio
diversification)

• Growing significance of model toward partially outsourced
middle and back-office functions

• RPA: automation of well-defined and rules-based process with
a keen focus on creating capacity and scale for the workforce

• Competitive landscape & pricing in the service provider space

• Attractive holding period proposition across closed and openended real estate funds

•

• AI: early stages of creating environments with capabilities
toward understanding, executing, and delivering tasks
autonomously

• Creative liquidity tool for LPs seeking exit
• Transparency in pricing net asset value (NAV) for trade

Access to scalability and global best practices

Limitations
• High correlation to “no trades” in a down-turn – 2020!

• Limited management control

• Fragment, and increasing, supply of solution offerings

• Limited buyer pools

• Limited track-record and use cases

• GP-involved sales process for LPs seeking exit

• High turnover in in key account management and execution
teams – high cost of re-training

• Multiple structures and risk profile management, limiting clear
tracking of positions in a high-volume trading environment

• Lower flexibility to switching service providers – high switching
costs and claw-back on data
• Varying adoption of cost “pass-through” to the Funds

• Higher cost of adoption – clients at different stages of digital
maturity
• Not a “silver-bullet” requiring defined environments and
seamless underlying technology architecture

Outlook
• Well positioned for quality assets in recovery
• Higher conviction required for GPs to facilitate transactions
• Non-traded mREITs evolving as an alternative source
• Ramp up in volumes is likely expected as value-add,
distressed, and opportunistic as funds reveal positions on
restructuring / recapitalization post-pandemic

• Dynamic shift in industry on adoption of either a partial or fullyoutsourced model

• High innovation index with strategic partnerships between
solutions providers focused on real estate technology

• Quicker times to market with support from service providers at
launch

• Strong conviction and backing from private equity and venture
capital toward lifecycle – proof of concept to product

• Access to best-in-class technology and data management

• Opportunistic space for asset-level data structuring,
management, insights & analytics, and improvements

• Utility function, typically agnostic to market cycles

* Information presented herein is for discussion purposed only and is based upon A&M insights as well as publicly available third-party sources. Information presented herein may not be misconstrued, or misrepresented, as A&M opinions.
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Spotlight 3 | Dry Powder
A view into how global dry powder in real estate has trended historically relative to recent fundraising activity.
Historical Dry Powder in Real Estate(1)(2)(3)
• At the end of FY 2019, global dry powder allocated to Real Estate just
over ~$$300 billion (1)

CAGR 2000-2019:

~5.3%

• U.S. commercial real estate dry powder was approximated at $147
billion (at Dec-2019) (2)

(3)

• Fundraising activity in the U.S. declined sharply from ~US$83BN
secured in FY 2019, to ~US$23BN as of June 2020 (2)
• Deal activity will be coupled with higher diligence, covenants, and
underwriting standards given there is short-term shift in fundamentals
within select asset classes (3)
• Repositioning of highest and best use of assets will be a key in
determining optimal bid-ask spreads (3)

• Slowdown caused by COVID-19 has created pent-up demand for
deployment of dry powder across distressed, value-add, and
opportunistic strategies (3)

Notes:
(1) National Real Estate Investor, Preqin
(2) Preqin, PERE
(3) A&M perspective. CAGR has been calculated using approximate starting and ending dry powder positions

* Information presented herein is for discussion purposed only and is based upon A&M insights as well as publicly available third-party sources. Information presented herein may not be misconstrued, or misrepresented, as A&M opinions.
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Spotlight 4 | Recent Transactions & Trends
As we look forward over the next 12-24 months, the following transactions and trends provide preliminary insights on key bets being placed
within real estate.
Recent Transactions & Trends(1)(2)(3)(4)
• “.. Global investment volume fell by 57% year-over-year to $109 billion, the
lowest quarterly total since 2010..” (1)
• “.. The Americas region was hit the hardest, with a 70% year-over-year
decline mainly due to fewer large portfolio transactions and the absence of
entity-level deals..” (1)
• “.. 81% of investors surveyed by Preqin expect to stick with or increase their
real estate allocations over the next 12 months..” (2)
• “..Flexible liquidity solution are driving appetite for secondaries..”
• “..What SPACs mean for private real estate..”

(3)

(3)

• “..Raising the industry ESG standard in Logistics..”

Source:: CBRE
https://www.cbre.com/research-and-reports/Global-MarketFlash-COVID-19-Weighs-Heavily-on-Q2Commercial-Real-Estate-Investment

(3)

• Despite a pause in U.S. real estate transactions, we are seeing an uptick in
“build-to-core” industrial & logistics, distressed student housing, hospitality,
and repositioned office. Multi-family development with “eat, live, play”
availability in tertiary markets (4)

Notes:
(1) CBRE Research and Insight, Real Capital Analytics (RCA); (2) Preqin; (3) PERE News; (4) A&M REAS Perspective

* Information presented herein is for discussion purposed only and is based upon A&M insights as well as publicly available third-party sources. Information presented herein may not be misconstrued, or misrepresented, as A&M opinions.
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